Unit recordings in behaving animals have revealed the transformation of sensory to motor representations in cortical neurons. However, we still lack basic insights into the mechanisms by which neurons interact to generate such transformations. Here, we study cortical circuits related to behavioral control in mice engaged in a sensory detection task. We recorded neural activity using extracellular and intracellular techniques and analyzed the taskrelated neural dynamics to reveal underlying circuit processes. Within motor cortex, we find two populations of neurons that have opposing spiking patterns in anticipation of movement. From correlation analyses and circuit modeling, we suggest that these dynamics reflect neural ensembles engaged in a competition. Furthermore, we demonstrate how this competitive circuit may convert a transient, sensory stimulus into a motor command. Together, these data reveal cellular and circuit processes underlying behavioral control and establish an essential framework for future studies linking cellular activity to behavior.
In Brief
Goal-directed behavior requires linking sensory stimuli with appropriate motor responses. By studying neural activity in behaving mice, Zagha et al. demonstrate that neurons in motor cortex form a competitive circuit that regulates this sensory-to-motor transformation.
INTRODUCTION
The cerebral cortex modulates behavior according to momentary goals. In the context of sensory detection, this requires selectively linking sensory stimuli with appropriate motor responses. The neural correlates of sensory detection in the sensorimotor system have been studied extensively by Romo and colleagues in non-human primates Romo, 2005, 2006) . These investigators have shown that neural activity evolves from representing the stimulus to representing the decision and action and that this evolution unfolds both in time and cortical space, with frontal cortical regions linking the stimulus to the decision. However, many questions remain about how such neural representations are generated and transformed within and between cortical areas. In this study, we explore the neural mechanisms in mouse motor cortex that gate behavior during a sensory detection task.
Foundational stimulation and observational studies identified motor cortex as the region most directly related to the initiation and representation of movements. Since then, many details have emerged about the relationships between cortical activity and movement parameters (Bruce and Goldberg, 1985; Georgopoulos et al., 1982; Kalaska et al., 1989) . In the rodent whisker system, neuronal spiking in primary motor cortex (M1) correlates with the initiation and slow modulation of whisking and licking (Carvell et al., 1996; Huber et al., 2012) . However, even during non-movement periods, motor and pre-motor cortices generate robust and specific activity, which have been considered ''preparatory'' or ''orienting'' (Churchland et al., 2006; Erlich et al., 2011; Tanji and Evarts, 1976) . Motor cortex neurons with different activity patterns may independently represent different task or movement parameters. However, we explore an alternative possibility, that cortical neurons with different activity patterns are interacting components of a larger functional circuit that controls the initiation of behaviorally relevant movements.
Behavioral control requires the correct timing of both movement initiation and movement suppression. The neural activity underlying movement initiation is most commonly represented as accumulation-to-bound in higher order and motor cortical areas (Cook and Maunsell, 2002; Gold and Shadlen, 2007; Hanes and Schall, 1996; Schall and Thompson, 1999) . In this framework, motor command neurons trigger movement initiation once their activity surpasses a spike rate threshold. Alternatively, inhibitory control is the ability to suppress movement generation at times when inappropriate or non-productive. Dysfunctions of inhibitory control contribute to impulsivity, which is prominent in many psychiatric and neurologic disorders (Robbins et al., 2012; Schachar et al., 1995) . In laboratory settings, many behaviors require inhibitory control by including periods in which animals must withhold behavior (e.g., No-Go or delay between stimulus acquisition and response window). Although behavioral and imaging studies have revealed an essential role for frontal cortex in inhibitory control (Sebastian et al., 2014) , the neural mechanisms underlying this executive function are largely unknown.
In this study, we trained mice to respond (lick) selectively to somatosensory (target) stimuli and withhold licking at all other times. In expert mice, we characterized the role of motor cortex in this task. We find that suppressing motor cortex alters task behavior by increasing inappropriately timed responses (e.g., a decrease in response suppression). From extracellular and intracellular neural recordings, we find two populations of neurons that enhance or suppress their activity in anticipation of movement. Rather than acting independently, our analyses suggest that the anti-correlated spiking between these populations emerges from competition via bidirectional inhibition. Furthermore, this competition enables the circuit to suppress inappropriately timed responses yet also act as a switch that converts a transient, sensory stimulus to a motor command.
RESULTS

Behavioral Task
We progressively trained wild-type mice in a somatosensory detection task (Figure 1 ; see Experimental Procedures). Waterrestricted mice were head-fixed in a behavioral setup ( Figure 1A) . (D) A hit trial, while monitoring whisker pad EMG (top) and licking of the lickport (middle). Note that EMG activity is at baseline prior to the target stimulus, which triggers repetitive whisking and licking.
(E and F) Hit (E) and false alarm (F) rates, comparing novice and expert performance. ''Novice'' refers to the first session of impulse control training, after approximately 1 week of classical and operant conditioning (see Experimental Procedures) . Boxes are population averages and gray lines are individual mice (n = 22). Note that over the course of training, mice significantly increase hit rate and decrease false alarms.
(G) In expert mice, bilateral M1 suppression (M1 supp.) caused an increase in false alarm rates (n = 7 mice; n = 5 muscimol, n = 2 optogenetics, data combined). Data are represented as mean ± SEM. **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001; ****p < 0.00001. See also Figure S1 and Table S1 .
Piezo-controlled paddles were placed in the whisker fields bilaterally, each contacting multiple whiskers. Target whisker deflections consisted of rapid (10 ms) caudal deflections of either paddle. To receive a sugar water reward, mice had to lick a lickport following a whisker stimulus within 1.5 s (hit). To discourage impulsive behavior, all licking outside of the post-target interval was punished by aborting the current trial. In addition, in 80% of trials we first presented an auditory stimulus (tone; Figure 1C ). If mice withheld licking following the tone (correct rejection) they were presented with a target stimulus and opportunity for reward 1-3 s later. Licking to the tone (false alarm) was punished by aborting the trial. We trained 22 mice to expert performance over the course of this study (Table S1 ). Initially, mice were highly impulsive and would frequently lick to both tone and target stimuli. With sufficient training over 2-3 weeks, licking behavior and task performance improved significantly (d 0 , 2.5 ± 0.1; hit rate, 86 ± 2%; false alarm rate, 10 ± 1%; n = 22) (Figures 1E and 1F) . Mice were considered expert once they achieved d 0 greater than 2, corresponding to average hit and false alarm rates of, for example, 85% and 15%, respectively.
Expert mice converged to a similar behavioral strategy to solve the task. Mice withheld whisking prior to the target stimulus and received the stimulus as a passive whisker deflection. In a subset of mice, we quantified whisker pad electromyography (EMG) during the task. We observed an 8-fold increase in EMG amplitude post-target compared to pre-target (p < 10 À13 for each mouse, n = 3) ( Figures 1D and S1A ). Following whisker deflection, we observed a gradual ramp-up of EMG activity beginning 117 ± 21 ms after target onset, which preceded repetitive whisking and licking of the lickport. Average reaction time, defined as the period from target onset to first lick contact, was 519 ± 28 ms (n = 22) and was highly stereotyped for each expert mouse within individual behavioral sessions ( Figure S1B ). To determine the contribution of motor cortex for this task, we suppressed motor cortex bilaterally during task performance. Motor cortex suppression significantly altered task performance by increasing false alarms (149 ± 27% increase in false alarm rate, p < 0.01, n = 7 mice; Figure 1G ). Motor cortex suppression was accomplished both by muscimol application (155 ± 33% increase in false alarm rate, p < 0.05, n = 5 behavioral sessions in n = 5 mice; Figures S1C and S1D) and optogenetic activation of PV-containing GABAergic interneurons (132% increase, n = 7 behavioral sessions in n = 2 mice, p < 0.05 for each mouse; Figure S1J) . Thus, motor cortex appears to be necessary for inhibitory control by withholding action when it is not rewarded. In contrast, suppression of primary somatosensory cortex (S1; unilateral muscimol application) resulted in reductions in hit rate for contralateral whisker stimuli (60 ± 8% average reduction in hit rate, p < 0.05, n = 3 mice; Figures S1E-S1G). Hit rates for ipsilateral stimuli and false alarm rates were unaffected, suggesting specific deficits from S1 suppression in detection rather than arousal or task engagement.
Single-Unit Spike Patterns
To probe the neural signals related to behavioral control, we recorded neural activity in expert animals in motor cortex during the task (centered on M1; see Experimental Procedures). We recorded spiking activity from well-isolated single units (101 units total, 92 with sufficient spiking activity for further analyses [firing rate (FR) > 0.1 Hz], 44 recorded by loose patch and 48 by multielectrode array; all recordings were from layer 5). One subset of M1 neurons rapidly (within 20 ms) enhanced spike rate following the target stimulus (Figures 2A and 2C ). Increases in spike rate of these neurons preceded the initiation of whisking and licking, similar to previous recordings of M1 neurons (Carvell et al., 1996) . We refer to these neurons as the ''post-target enhanced'' population. In contrast, a second subset of M1 neurons showed a complementary spiking pattern. This population of neurons exhibited a rapid (within 40 ms) spike rate suppression following target onset ( Figures 2B and 2D ). Spike rate suppression typically lasted hundreds of milliseconds and until the onset of licking. We refer to these neurons as the ''post-target suppressed'' population. From simultaneous recordings ( Figure 2E ), we find that these spike patterns co-occur during behavior. Furthermore, these two response patterns were stable, such that enhanced (suppressed) neurons continued to show posttarget enhancement (suppression) for the duration of each recording.
We analyzed changes in spiking in multiple ways. First, we determined the proportion of neurons with significant changes in FR across the target on hit trials, compared with other periods during the task. We found that the FRs of 61% (n = 56 of 92) of all active neurons were significantly (p < 0.05) modulated across the target, 41% (n = 38) enhanced and 20% (n = 18) suppressed. This was much greater than the proportion of these same neurons with significant FR modulation during the inter-trial interval (''spontaneous'' 9% modulated, p < 0.0001 compared with target) or across the tone for correct rejection trials (18% modulated, p < 0.0001 compared with target). To further characterize these activities, we calculated the relative change in FR of all active neurons across the target stimulus (peri-target Figures 2F-2I ). We found that the distribution of peri-target DFR indices can be fit by the sum of two Gaussians (Ashman's D = 2.81) ( Figure 2I ). This is in contrast to the singly peaked distributions during the inter-trial interval (D = 0.24) or across the tone (D = 0.09) (Figures 2F and 2G) . These analyses indicate that on hit trials, the target stimulus evokes significant spike rate enhancement or suppression across most layer 5 M1 neurons.
We further characterized the spike shape, spike rates, and laminar profile of the modulated units. We identified putative fast spiking units (FSUs) on the basis of spike waveform (n = 13 [14% of total]; Figures S2A and S2B). FSUs had higher pretarget spike rates than putative regular spiking units (RSUs) (FSUs, 21.2 ± 5.1 Hz; RSUs, 9.9 ± 1.0 Hz; p < 0.001), which is a general characteristic of FS interneurons in vivo (Beloozerova et al., 2003; Gentet et al., 2010) . FSUs had peri-target DFR indices ranging from À1 to 0.9 ( Figure S2C ), suggesting that these interneurons are components of both populations (n = 2 significantly suppressed, n = 8 significantly enhanced). Among the RSUs, neurons that were significantly enhanced or suppressed across the target had similar pre-target spike rates (suppressed, 8.9 ± 1.4 Hz, n = 16; enhanced, 12.9 ± 2.3 Hz, n = 30; p = 0.23). Following the target, there was a large divergence of average FRs between these populations (suppressed, 2.8 ± 0.8 Hz; enhanced, 29.9 ± 4.3 Hz; p < 0.0001) ( Figure S2G ). Enhanced and suppressed populations contained units with broadly distributed spike widths ( Figures S2E and S2F ), indicating that both of these populations contain fast spiking and regular spiking neurons. Additionally, enhanced and suppressed neurons were intermixed within layer 5 ( Figure S2D ), and often recorded simultaneously from the same electrode.
Considering previous studies of rodent M1 activity during whisking and licking (Carvell et al., 1996; Hill et al., 2011; Huber et al., 2012; Zagha et al., 2013 ; see Discussion), we had not expected a robust population of M1 neurons undergoing prolonged suppression prior to movement. To determine whether prolonged post-target suppression was a feedforward sensory response, we delivered identical whisker stimuli to naive, anesthetized mice while recording M1 single-unit responses (n = 43 neurons) ( Figures S3A and S3B ). M1 responses under anesthesia had a rapid onset (within 20 ms, similar to recordings from behaving mice), consistent with the anatomy of robust monosynaptic inputs from S1 to M1 (Miyashita et al., 1994) . However, the sensory responses were transient, lasting approximately 70 ms, in contrast to the sustained responses observed during the task ( Figures S3C and S3D) . Moreover, significant responses under anesthesia were exclusively enhancing (38 of 43 neurons significantly enhanced, 0 of 43 neurons significantly suppressed). Thus, the prolonged post-target enhancement and suppression we observed in mice performing the whisker touch detection task do not simply reflect passive encoding of the target stimulus.
Next, we analyzed the average neural activity of target-modulated neurons across various task periods and conditions (Figures 3 and S3 ). The population neural activity was relatively stable across tone presentation for correct rejection trials (i.e., no licking response to the tone presentation; Figures 3A and 3F ). This is in contrast to the rapid and robust divergence of spiking following the target stimulus on hit trials ( Figures 3B and 3G ). Enhancement and suppression of spike rates anticipated the Note that the population activity is relatively stable during the pre-target interval. The target stimulus produces rapid and robust changes in spiking of the enhanced and suppressed units prior to the onset of licking. These activity patterns occurred for both ipsilateral (ipsi) and contralateral (contra) target stimuli. Green box, tone; orange triangle, target.
(F-I) To determine the distribution of activity profiles across the population (n = 92 units), we calculated the peri-event indices (PI) across various task periods (FR: [Post À Pre)/(Post + Pre]). For spontaneous activity (F, during the inter-trial interval) and across the tone (G), the PI distribution was unimodal centered at zero. (H) Across the target, the PI distribution consisted of multiple non-zero peaks.
(I) Fit of the peri-target data as the sum of two Gaussian curves. Note that a PI of À1 or 1 reflects a spike rate of 0 Hz in the post or pre interval, respectively. Because they reflect a floor effect of spiking data, they were excluded from the Gaussian fits. See also Figure S2 .
motor response, as observed by aligning neural activity to the reaction time of each trial ( Figures 3D and 3I ). Further analyses suggest that many of these spiking signals are related to an upcoming motor response. First, post-target suppression was absent on miss trials (59% suppression on hit trials, p < 0.001; 13% suppression on miss trials, p = 0.17) ( Figure 3H ). Although there was a robust post-target response in enhanced neurons on miss trials (54% enhancement, p < 0.0001), this was significantly smaller than on hit trials (129% enhancement on hit trials; p < 0.01 comparing enhancement on hit versus miss trials, 500 ms pre-target versus 500 ms post-target, as plotted in Figure 3C ). Second, enhancement and suppression anticipated licking, regardless of whether this was post-target or off-target (false alarms and spontaneous licking) (p < 0.01 for enhancement and suppression, post-target and off-target) (Figures 3E, 3J, S3C, and S3D).
Correlations in Neural Activity Predict Competition between Neural Ensembles
Most of the neurons we recorded from layer 5 of M1 undergo enhancement or suppression in anticipation of movement. These spike patterns may be generated independently, or they may reflect two components of a larger circuit. To distinguish between these possibilities, we began with the observation that the spiking of these populations appeared to be anti-correlated prior to movement (Figures 3, S3C, S3D, and S4A). In neural circuits, anti-correlated spiking may reflect anti-correlated inputs to each population and/or local inhibitory interactions between populations ( Figure 4 ). Unlike input correlation, lateral inhibition produces anti-correlation with a temporal lag due to synaptic delays. Therefore, we used Granger causality, an analysis of forward prediction, to assess the possible presence of lateral inhibition.
Before analyzing the neural data, we simulated two-population mean-field circuit models (Wong and Wang, 2006) with varying input correlation and lateral inhibition (Figures 4A-4D ; see Experimental Procedures). We verified that anti-correlated spiking can result from anti-correlated inputs or lateral inhibition. However, anti-correlated spiking and Granger causality was observed only with lateral inhibition (Table S2) .
We then conducted the same correlation analyses on our simultaneously recorded units (from n = 3 silicon probe recordings in three mice) to determine which model is most consistent with our neural data. We quantified the spike rate cross-correlation between pairs of simultaneously recorded enhanced (Enh) and suppressed (Supp) units across each full recording. We found that 59% of pairs showed significant spike-spike anti-correlation (mouse 1, 10 of 12 pairs; mouse 2, 11 of 21 pairs; mouse 3, 3 of 8 pairs; p < 0.05 for each mouse), and across all pairs there was a small but significant negative correlation (r = À0.019 ± 0.006, n = 41, p < 0.01 compared with zero). The anti-correlation was also significant (p < 0.05) when we subtracted correlation coefficients from a 0.5 s spike-jittered cross-correlation, to remove slow correlations (see Figure 4E ). In contrast, spike rate correlations between enhanced neurons (Enh-Enh) were positive (r = 0.20 ± 0.01, n = 64, p < 10 À21 comparing Enh-Supp and Enh-Enh).
We also tested whether Enh-Supp anti-correlations are timelocked to target stimulus onset. We verified that Enh-Supp pairs are significantly anti-correlated if we restrict our analyses to peritarget epochs (r target = À0.013 ± 0.005, p < 0.05 compared with zero). Scrambling trial order (e.g., comparing neuron A trial 1 with neuron B trial 8, aligned to target onset) significantly reduced anti-correlation magnitude (r scrambled = À0.004 ± 0.001, p < 0.05 comparing r target with r scrambled ). These data indicate that Enh-Supp anti-correlations are not simply time-locked to stimulus onset but reflect trial-by-trial variations in neural processing.
Although the amplitudes of the pairwise correlation values are small, we believe that these values underestimate the antagonism between these populations during behavior. First, individual neurons have highly variable spike rates and timings; if we pool spiking across simultaneously recorded enhanced and suppressed neurons, we calculate correlation values of À0.041 ± 0.015 (peri-target). Second, we find that correlation structure is highly state dependent ( Figures S4A-S4D ), such that during strong low-frequency local field potential (LFP) oscillations, the anti-correlated behavior between enhanced and suppressed populations breaks down and is replaced with positive correlations ( Figure S4B ). If we restrict our analyses to hit trials, either in anticipation or during licking, we observe stronger anti-correlations ( Figure S4D ). Third, weak pairwise correlation values, within the range presented here, may reflect quite strong correlations across a population of neurons (Schneidman et al., 2006) .
Next, we conducted Granger analyses from each post-target enhanced and post-target suppressed pair. We found that 93% of Enh/Supp and 85% of Supp/Enh comparisons were Granger causal (n = 41 pairs total; mouse 1, 10 of 12 E/S, 7 of 12 S/E; mouse 2, 20 of 21 E/S, 20 of 21 S/E; mouse 3, 8 of 8 E/S, 8 of 8 S/E; p < 0.001 for each direction in each mouse). To determine the sign of forward prediction, we calculated the average of the regression coefficients of the VAR model. Enh/Supp and Supp/Enh coefficients were significantly negative (Enh/Supp, À0.0064 ± 0.0007, p < 10 À10 , compared with zero; Supp/Enh, À0.0142 ± 0.0017, p < 10 À9 , compared with zero). Although 100% of Enh/Enh comparisons were Granger causal (n = 128), the regression coefficients of these models were significantly positive (0.0251 ± 0.0014, p < 10
À25
, compared with Enh/Supp or Supp/Enh) ( Figure 4F ). Anti-correlation and bidirectional Granger causality support bidirectional inhibition (model in Figure 4D ) and more generally support models of competition between enhanced and suppressed neuronal ensembles (Figures S4E-S4G ; see Discussion).
Relationships between Spike Patterns and Motor Gating As described above, the correlation structure of our neural data suggests that the post-target enhanced and suppressed populations are interacting by competition via mutual inhibition. To assess how this circuit structure may influence task-related responses, we simulated the detection task conditions in the competitive ensemble model ( Figures 5A-5D and S5 ). We added a small bias current to ensemble 2 at the start of the simulation (I 2 ) and implemented the sensory stimulus as a transient input to ensemble 1 (I 1 ). As previously described (Wang, 2002; Wong and Wang, 2006) , this architecture forms a winner-take-all circuit in which one ensemble is highly active and suppressing the other. Accordingly, we found that if the stimulus is small, ensemble 1 responds with a transient increase in spiking followed by decay back to rest ( Figure 5C , black trace). If the stimulus is sufficiently large, ensemble 1 overcomes the lateral inhibition from ensemble 2 and maintains an increased spike rate, while suppressing ensemble 2 ( Figures 5C and 5D , colored traces). Thus, the competitive ensemble model is able to convert a transient stimulus into a sustained response due to the intrinsic dynamics of the circuit.
As shown in Figures 5C-5F , the transient and sustained responses of the model data share remarkable similarities with the neural activity on miss and hit trials in behaving mice, respectively. Miss trials are associated with transient increases in the enhanced population ( Figure 5E , black trace), similar to the transient responses in the model ( Figures 5C, black trace) . Also, miss trials are associated with little change in the suppressed population ( Figure 5F , black trace), similar to the model ( Figure 5D , black trace). Hit trials are associated with sustained increases in the enhanced population ( Figure 5E , red trace) and sustained decreases in the suppressed population ( Figure 5F , blue trace), similar to sustained transitions observed in the model ( Figures  5C and 5D , colored traces). In the model, the transient stimulus to ensemble 1 (''sensory,'' Figure 5B ) shifts the network away from the stable pre-target state. At that point, the network either relaxes back to the pre-target state (''miss'') or diverges from the pre-target state and follows the attractor basin to the state in which ensemble 1 is dominant over ensemble 2 (''hit,'' Figure 5B ) (see also Figure S5 ). Notice that the ''hit'' trajectory follows a curved path that causes a dip in ensemble 1 activity prior to diverging ( Figure 5B, green asterisk) . Remarkably, this feature is present in both the model and neural data ( Figures 5C and  5E , green asterisks). These analyses suggest that the neural responses associated with hit trials can be understood as state transitions, or switches, of a competitive ensemble circuit. We next explore how sensory and motor parameters are represented within this competitive process. We had assumed above that the rapid post-target response ( Figure 5E ) was a sensory representation. Here we provide further evidence for this, showing that the rapid post-target response aligns to the stimulus onset irrespective of reaction time (Figures 6A-6C ). Of our post-target enhanced neurons, we identified 25 (of 38 [66%]) units with rapid (20-130 ms; Figure S6D ) post-target responses, which were present on both hit and miss trials or hit trials with fast and slow reaction times (see Experimental Procedures).
To identify neural correlates of the motor command, we aligned spiking to the reaction time of each trial and identified units with peak activity 50-150 ms prior to the first lick contact. We identified 16 (of 38 [42%]) units with this profile ( Figure S6E ). Many of these units (10 of 16) also had robust sensory responses (as defined above), and therefore displayed both sensory and motor representations. The remaining units (6 of 16) did not have robust sensory responses. As seen in Figure 6D , these neurons displayed a small post-target response and an apparent ramp to peak activity. The ramp is absent or highly delayed on miss trials ( Figure 6D ). Furthermore, the peak activity aligns to the motor response (Figure 6F) , rather than stimulus onset ( Figure 6E ). We hypothesize that these neurons trigger a motor command by accumulation-to-bound.
Overall, we hypothesize that the ''sensory'' enhanced neurons are primarily engaged in competition with the suppressed neurons; following a successful network transition, tonic activity in the ''sensory'' enhanced population can then drive the ''ramping'' enhanced population to trigger movement (see Discussion). Relating these dynamics to the model ( Figure 5B ), we propose that the sensory-to-motor transformation unfolds as the network proceeds through the ''hit'' trajectory, by sequentially activating partially overlapping ensembles of neurons.
Mechanisms Regulating Task-Related Spiking
We next sought to determine the network and cellular processes regulating spiking during the task. We started with a characterization of cortical state, to determine the general temporal structure of network activity. Recent studies have argued that the slow, oscillatory state dominates cortical activity in awake, stationary mice (Crochet and Petersen, 2006; Poulet and Petersen, 2008) . Interestingly, we find that during long periods (tens of minutes) of optimal task performance, M1 may be persistently activated, even in the absence of sensory stimuli or overt movements. The activated dynamics appeared as (extracellular) lack of slow, oscillatory LFP fluctuations, tonic multiunit spiking, Figure S5 for more details). In ''miss'' trials, the network returns to the pre-target node, whereas in ''hit'' trials, the network diverges to a different stable node (at the bottom right of this plot). (E and F) Activity profile for hit and miss trials of enhanced (E, average of n = 3 units) and suppressed (F, average of n = 18 units) neurons. Note that sustained transitions in ensemble 1 and hit trials in the enhanced population are both associated with a curved activity trajectory, indicated by the green asterisks (in B, C, and E).
and (intracellular) sustained membrane potential (Vm) depolarization without transitions to the Down state (Figures 7B and 7E; n = 9 LFP/multiunit activity [MUA] recordings and n = 18 intracellular recordings). These sustained depolarizations were observed in all post-target enhanced and suppressed neurons and therefore may reflect global modulation of M1 activity. Alternatively, synchronized or slow, oscillatory states were present toward the end of behavioral sessions coinciding with miss trials and infrequently expressed for short duration (0.5-2 s) during the inter-trial intervals. Slow, oscillatory states appeared as (extracellular) 3-8 Hz LFP fluctuations, multiunit spike phase locking to the negative phase of the LFP, and (intracellular) large (15-20 mV) 3-8 Hz Vm fluctuations to the Down state ( Figures 7A, 7C , 7D, 7F, and 7I). Accordingly, we found that 3-8 Hz LFP power was significantly increased preceding miss compared with hit trials (52 ± 14% increase on miss trials, p < 0.05, n = 9; Figures 7G and S7B ). Currently we do not know why these slow rhythms impede behavior. However, we do observe that during these slow oscillations, enhanced and suppressed neurons are positively correlated, in stark contrast to the anti-correlated spiking observed during hit trials ( Figure S4 ). Thus, there appears to be a disorganization of the task-relevant functional circuitry during the slow rhythms ( Figure S6F ). Importantly, we did observe sensory responses to target stimuli on miss trials ( Figure S7A ), indicating that misses are not simply due to lack of feedforward sensory inputs and consistent with our single unit data ( Figures 3C and 6A) .
We further explored the subthreshold dynamics leading to spike generation (Figure 8 ). Repetitive spiking could be driven by a sustained depolarization above spike threshold, which is converted to repetitive spiking by intrinsic properties, or by transient depolarizations that briefly cross spike threshold and restrict spiking to specific temporal windows. We find that spiking is initiated by large (5-15 mV), transient depolarizations that emerge on top of a sustained Vm depolarization ( Figures 8A, 8B , and 8D). We observed these transient depolarizations in the spike-triggered average Vm for both enhanced and suppressed neurons (Enh, 8 mV depolarization in 60 ms rise time; Supp, 7 mV depolarization in 100 ms rise time; Figures 8E and 8H) . Notably, these dynamics are unlike the phasic slow, oscillatory periods, which include Down states to À80 mV ( Figure S8B ).
Following the target stimulus, we observed robust, ensemblespecific differences in subthreshold activity. The suppressed neurons (n = 13) reduced spiking primarily because of elimination of the transient depolarizations ( Figures 8A, 8B , 8F, and 8G). This is reflected in reduced Vm variance during suppressed (post) compared with active (pre) periods, despite a similar mean Vm (Vm variance: pre, 7.7 ± 0.9 mV 2 , post, 2.9 ± 0.4 mV 2 , p < 0.0001; Vm mean: pre, À66.1 ± 1.4 mV, post, À66.9 ± 1.4 mV, p = 0.14). Reductions in Vm variance could result from shunting inhibition and/or suppression of pre-synaptic neurons leading to reduced synaptic inputs. For enhanced neurons (n = 5), we observed a significant mean Vm depolarization during the active (post) periods (4.4 ± 1.7 mV depolarization, p < 0.05) ( Figures 8C,  8D , 8I, and 8J). This may be due to the summation of multiple transient inputs, tonic inputs related to movement, or both. Overall, we find that during task engagement, there are at least two extrinsic components regulating Vm. There is a global, tonic component that maintains Vm out of the Down state and a transient (presumably ensemble-specific) component that initiates spiking in discrete intervals.
DISCUSSION
In this study, we trained mice to selectively respond to (lick) somatosensory (whisker touch) stimuli. In expert mice, we recorded neural activity in layer 5 of M1 and characterized neural 
. Correlates of the Sensory-Motor Transformation in Enhanced Neurons
(A-C) Spike patterns of three simultaneously recorded post-target enhanced neurons with strong onset and sustained activity. These are the same neurons as shown in Figure 5E . (A) Average spike rates for hit (red) and miss (black) trials. Note that the onset peak is present in both conditions, whereas the sustained activity is present only on hit trials. (B and C) Trials were binned according to reaction time and aligned either to the target (B) or first lick (C). The onset peak aligns to the target across all reaction times, whereas there is a slow ramp up of activity to the first lick.
(D-F) Spike patterns of three simultaneously recorded post-target enhanced neurons with strong ramping activity. (D) Average spike rates for hit (red) and miss (black) trials. The ramping activity is strongly reduced on miss trials. Across different reaction times, peak activity aligns to the first lick (F) rather than the target onset (E). See also Figure S6 .
dynamics at cellular, network, and subthreshold resolution. We find that representations in M1 are highly redundant for this task, with most neurons displaying rapid, robust, and sustained increases (enhancement) or decreases (suppression) of spike rate following the target stimulus. Among M1 neurons, we find that a transient sensory response is converted to a widespread and prolonged change in neural activity in anticipation of movement. Rather than independently encoding movement parameters, our analyses suggest that enhanced and suppressed neurons are engaged in a competition and that the results of this competition gate behavior. Classical studies of M1 activity during free whisking (Carvell et al., 1996) showed that most M1 neurons are highly positively correlated with whisking initiation (93% positively correlated, 3% [1 of 30 units] negatively correlated). Since then, studies have shown strong positive correlations of M1 neurons with whisking and licking during active sensing Petreanu et al., 2012) or modest changes in individual neurons, leading to no change in the population spike rate during free whisking (Hill et al., 2011) . In contrast, we report robust and sustained changes in spiking prior to movement onset, including both enhancement and suppression. Lack of identification of a suppressed population in previous studies may be due to differences in recording method (electrical recordings versus calcium imaging) or focus on sustained movement rather than movement initiation. Alternatively, the suppressed population may reflect an adaptive response to our behavioral task. Unlike previous studies of rodent M1, our task encouraged strict (mV /Hz x10 )
Figure 7. Cortical State Correlates with Task Engagement
(A-C) Simultaneous extracellular recordings from S1 (top) and M1 (middle) and whisker pad EMG (bottom) during the detection task. Extracellular signals were filtered into MUA (above) and LFP (below). (B) During periods of optimal performance, these cortical circuits were maintained in the activated state, even in the absence of whisker activity or sensory stimuli. Brief, slow oscillatory epochs were observed rarely during the inter-trial intervals (A) and commonly toward the end of a behavioral session when miss trials were more frequent (C). (D-F) Intracellular recording from an M1 neuron during the detection task, showing the intracellular correlates of the extracellular signals presented above (not simultaneously recorded). Note that activation was associated with sustained depolarization out of the Down state (E), whereas slow, oscillatory periods included large Vm fluctuations to the Down state (D and F).
(G and H) LFP power across the 2 s prior to target onset for hit and miss trials. Power at 3-8 Hz was lower for hit trials, whereas there was no difference in power at 30-50 Hz.
(I) Vm histograms during the inter-trial interval, parsed into epochs of slow, oscillatory fluctuations (black) and activation (gray). Note that the Vm histogram containing slow, oscillatory fluctuations has a long tail to À85 mV, reflecting brief transitions into the Down state. *p < 0.05. See also Figure S7 .
suppression of motor output for most of the behavioral session.
To optimize detection of transient whisker deflections (Ollerenshaw et al., 2012) and prevent aborting a trial without opportunity for reward, expert mice withheld whisking and licking throughout the pre-target intervals. Therefore it is possible that post-target suppression is a learned activity pattern, reinforced by prolonged training in our task. Our suppression data suggest that M1 projections actively suppress motor commands initiated in other cortical or subcortical regions. This is supported by our finding that M1 suppression, either optogenetically or neurochemically, during the task resulted in an increase in non-productive licking (i.e., false alarms), rather than a decrease in licking. This is consistent with previous observations of motor cortical inhibition of movement (Stoltz et al., 1999) . Currently, we do not know which M1 projection pathways contribute to this motor gating function. Possibilities include descending projections to brainstem/spinal cord (Ioffe, 1973) , cortico-striatal projections to neurons of the indirect pathway (Hersch et al., 1995) , or cortico-cortical projections to S1, which also projects to brainstem and striatum Miyashita et al., 1994; Porter and White, 1983) . A consequence of this suppression may be to make movement dependent on M1-derived motor commands. It will be interesting to see if a gating function of rodent M1 generalizes across multiple behaviors or if it is limited to stereotyped movements such as whisking and licking.
We find that licking following the target stimulus (hit rate) is similar during M1 suppression compared with control. We do not believe that these data invalidate a role for M1 in the normal sensory-motor transformation. Although suppression experiments do reveal the consequences of removing a structure, in a highly non-linear system, the function of a structure is not simply the opposite of what occurs when that structure is removed. For example, even though primate frontal eye field (FEF) lesions do not abolish saccade generation in detection tasks (Schiller et al., 1987) , this does not invalidate the decades of work demonstrating motor command signals in FEF and the importance of this activity in the normal performance of eye movements. Similarly, M1 is not only anatomically connected to structures involved in the performance of our task, it is highly active during the performance of the task, in a way that predicts the behavior of the animal.
In our unit recordings, among the post-target enhanced neurons, we observe a transformation from a sensory to a motor/decision representation. These representations involved partially overlapping neural ensembles. Interestingly, similar neural dynamics have been observed in primate FEF and lateral intraparietal cortex across diverse behavioral tasks (Bruce and Goldberg, 1985; Hanes et al., 1998; Roitman and Shadlen, 2002) . Furthermore, ''fixation-related'' neurons recorded in primate FEF (Bruce and Goldberg, 1985; Hanes et al., 1998) and ''delay'' neurons in rodent M1 Laubach, 2006, 2009) are similar to the post-target suppressed neurons described in our study. The similar neural dynamics across species and brain regions suggest a common functional organization of these cortical circuits.
Mechanisms underlying the decision process, however, are still heavily debated (Churchland et al., 2011; Gold and Shadlen, 2007; Lo et al., 2009; Purcell et al., 2010) . We show that enhanced and suppressed neurons are anti-correlated and exhibit bidirectional Granger causality. This correlation structure is consistent with circuit models in which enhanced and suppressed neurons complete by lateral inhibition. Such models may display winnertake-all dynamics, which intrinsically convert graded, transient inputs to categorical outputs, as is needed in the conversion of a transient sensory stimulus to a motor response. We identify many similarities between the competitive ensemble model and our M1 neural data. The neural dynamics on miss trials are similar to a transient excursion of the competitive ensemble model. Furthermore, the anti-correlated and sustained neural dynamics on hit trials are similar to stable switches of the competitive ensemble model, including fine details of the switch process. Additionally, we provide a framework to explain how the hit trajectory drives sequential activation of neurons representing sensory followed by motor signals. These data support the conclusion that neural activity associated with hit trials may be understood as a state transition in a winner-take-all circuit.
In our neural data, we observed a population of neurons that show apparent ramping activity late in the decision process, with peak activities aligning to motor initiation. We hypothesize that these neurons ultimately signal the motor command. These neurons are unlikely to drive the network transitions, because of their late activity, but rather appear to be driven by a successful transition. A major benefit of this circuit organization is that accumulation of activity in the motor command neurons is suppressed in the absence of a network transition. Previous modeling work has demonstrated the importance of such a filter or ''gate'' for accumulator neurons to prevent stochastic triggering (Purcell et al., 2010) , and here we demonstrate a plausible biophysical implementation of such a filter. Although these late enhanced neurons precede and align with licking, it is currently unclear whether M1 drives whisking and/or licking directly or whether the motor signals are first relayed to a different cortical area (Guo et al., 2014; Li et al., 2015) .
Guided by the circuit model proposed in this study, future work may reveal the cellular substrates of the M1 circuit. Layer 5 of motor cortex contains both intratelencephalic and pyramidal tract projection neurons, which may have distinct circuit dynamics (Kiritani et al., 2012; Li et al., 2015) . Furthermore, we do not know the identity or synaptic organization of the inhibitory neurons mediating lateral inhibition. Identifying these neurons will be important in confirming that competition occurs locally in M1, as we currently cannot exclude that a competition is occurring elsewhere in the brain and we are observing a read-out of that competition.
Network state is the temporal structure within which specific neural signaling occurs. Recently there have been significant efforts toward characterizing the diversity of network states in waking animals (Zagha and McCormick, 2014) . In general, these studies have found that in stationary animals, cortex can be dominated by a low-frequency, oscillatory state (Bennett et al., 2013; Crochet and Petersen, 2006; Hromá dka et al., 2013; McGinley et al., 2015; Polack et al., 2013; Poulet and Petersen, 2008; Reimer et al., 2014; Tan et al., 2014; Vinck et al., 2015; Zagha et al., 2013) . Here, we find that task engagement, even without movement, is sufficient to maintain M1 in the activated state. In this study and a recently published auditory detection task (McGinley et al., 2015) , we find that slow, oscillatory network dynamics correlate with sub-optimal performance. The lack of such a relationship in a whisker detection task (Sachidhanandam et al., 2013) may be due to the use of stimuli far beyond the psychophysical detection threshold.
The precise mechanisms by which network states influence task performance are currently being investigated. In primary sensory cortices, cortical state influences the signal-tonoise ratio and reliability of sensory encoding (Bennett et al., 2013; Crochet and Petersen, 2006; Goard and Dan, 2009; Harris and Thiele, 2011; Marguet and Harris, 2011; McGinley et al., 2015; Vinck et al., 2015; Zagha et al., 2013; Zagha and McCormick, 2014) . Computational studies suggest that in decision-related circuits, selective and stable ensemble activity are necessary for categorical representations of task and behavioral parameters (Brunel and Wang, 2001; Compte et al., 2000) . Interestingly, we find that the anti-correlated activity of M1 ensembles is disrupted during the slow, oscillatory state. Further studies are needed to determine the drivers of cortical activation across cortical regions and across tasks and to determine the precise cellular mechanisms that promote competition among neural ensembles.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES Animal Preparation and Surgery
All protocols are in accordance with the Yale University Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. A lightweight metal head-holder with recording well was chronically implanted onto the skull of 2-to 3-month-old male C57BL/6 wildtype or PV-ChR2 (see below) mice under ketamine (90 mg/kg, intraperitoneal [i.p.]) and xylazine (10 mg/kg, i.p.) anesthesia. A craniotomy (< 0.5 mm in diameter) and durotomy were conducted on the day of recording, using stereotactic coordinates (from bregma [in mm], M1: 1 rostral, 1 lateral; S1: 1.5 caudal, 3.5 lateral). For M1 targeting, we first thinned the skull at the coordinates above and then prepared a small craniotomy either rostral or caudal to the large surface vessel that typically runs through M1. For recordings under anesthesia, this was immediately after head-holder implantation, whereas for behaving mice this was after 2-3 weeks of training. Recordings from behaving mice began at least 1-2 hr after surgery, allowing recovery from anesthesia such that the animals appeared to be behaving normally in their own cages. For EMG recordings, fine tungsten wires (A-M Systems) were threaded into the whisker pad. For focal cortical suppression, 2 mM muscimol (Tocris) in normal saline was applied to the brain surface following head fixation and for the duration of the behavioral session. Experimenters were not blinded to pharmacological manipulation. Behavioral data were collected starting 15 min after muscimol application, which in control studies was sufficient for suppression of activity in layer 5 (data not shown).
Animal Behavior
Mice were progressively trained in a sensory detection task. Water restriction was initiated 1-2 days after recovery from head-holder implantation and continued throughout training. Mice were head-fixed during the training and recording sessions. Piezo-controlled (Physik Instrumente) paddles were placed in the whisker fields bilaterally, each contacting multiple (three or four) whiskers. Mice were trained in three stages. (1) Classical conditioning: we paired unilateral whisker deflection (either side, randomly selected) with fluid reward from a lickport (training period of 2-3 days, one session per day).
(2) Operant conditioning: following unilateral whisker deflection, the mice must lick the lickport in order to initiate the fluid reward (lick detection window 1.5 s) (training period of 3-4 days). (3) Impulse control training: mice are punished by aborting the trial and starting a new inter-trial interval for licking outside of the post-target period (training period of 7-14 days). Each trial started with a 10-15 s delay (inter-trial; chosen randomly from a negative exponential distribution). In addition to the target, in 80% of trials we first presented a tone after the inter-trial delay. Mice had to withhold licking to the tone (correct rejection) in order to be presented with the target stimulus 1-3 s later. Licking in the 1.5 s window following presentation of the target stimulus initiated fluid reward (hit). The tone-target delay had a negative exponential distribution to discourage timing. Moreover, in all expert mice, reaction times were tightly correlated to the target onset, as opposed to the tone, indicating that mice were not timing from the tone. Licking to the tone (false alarm) or spontaneous licking outside of the post-target window was punished by aborting the current trial and starting a new inter-trial delay (effectively a timeout). By the third training stage, mice performed continuously for 40-70 min, completing 100-200 trials.
Electrophysiological Recordings
All recordings were targeted to layer 5, from 500-1,100 mm from the brain surface. Recording methods are similar to a previously published study (Zagha et al., 2013) . Details can be found in Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
Optogenetic Inhibition
We generated mice expressing excitatory opsin channelrhodopsin-2 in PVcontaining GABAergic interneurons by mating PV-Cre and Ai32 (Jackson) mice. We delivered 460 nm blue light to M1 bilaterally (1 mW each) through 200-300 mm core diameter optical fibers (ThorLabs), using light-emitting diode-based light sources (Prizmatix, ThorLabs). The optical fibers were positioned at the dural surface above M1.
Data Analyses
All analyses were conducted in MATLAB. Juxtacellular single-unit and tungsten electrode multiunit spike times were determined as threshold crossings well isolated (>23 amplitude) from background noise. LFP was determined by low-pass filtering offline (100 Hz cutoff, fifth-order Bessel filter) and down-sampling to 200 Hz. Power spectral density was calculated using a multitaper method. Signals from EMG wires were high-pass filtered (100 Hz) and rectified. For multielecrode recordings, channels were segregated into four tetrodes. Putative spikes for each tetrode were determined by amplitude and template matching (Spike2), and clustered into units using MClust (Schmitzer-Torbert et al., 2005) and KlustaKwik (Kadir et al., 2014) . Unit quality was assessed on the basis of spike shape, refractory period, L ratio (LR) and isolation distance (ID) (LR, 0.21 ± 0.04; ID, 35 ± 14). For calculation of membrane potential mean and variance, recordings were median filtered with a 10 ms sliding window to truncate spikes. For spike rasters, spikes are binned into 20 ms bins. Peri-event indices were calculated as (FR post À FR pre )/(FR post + FR pre ). Thus, suppression (enhancement) across an event would be negative (positive) using this statistic. ''Spontaneous'' activity was selected during the inter-trial interval, at random latencies from the previous trial; ''tone'' compared 1 s before and after tone onset for correct rejection trials; and ''target'' compared 1 s before the target to 50-200 ms after the target for hit trials, which was before the onset of repetitive licking and whisker during the reward phase. To assess whether neural responses were aligned to the target, we compared hit versus miss trials. For units with insufficient miss trials collected, we compared ''fast'' (<0.6 s) versus ''slow'' (>0.6 s) reaction time trials. Both spike-spike cross-correlation and Granger causality analyses used spike rates in 20 ms bins across the entire recording length. Spike correlation amplitude is calculated as the zeroth lag of the normalized covariance function. Granger causality was tested using the MVGC multivariate Granger causality toolbox (Barnett and Seth, 2014) and maximum 10th-order VAR models. Data are presented as mean ± SE, unless otherwise specified. Fisher's exact test was used for comparing categorical distributions, including proportion of anti-correlated units or Granger causal connections; Student's t test was used for comparing distributions of continuous variables, including EMG amplitude, changes in hit rate and false alarm rate, FRs (pre versus post or RSU versus FSU), correlation magnitude, regression coefficients of the VAR model, LFP power, Vm mean and variance; the chi-square test was used to compare the proportion of modulated neurons across various task periods.
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